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Previous research efforts between AFSC and the Bering Sea 
flatfish fleet demonstrated a significant reduction in effects of 

flatfish trawls with modified sweeps. But as of June 2007, 

several implementation details remained unresolved.

In June 2007, Council deferred 
action on sweep modification 
to provide an opportunity to 
resolve several practicability 
issues

The practicality questions 
were:  1) Spacing of discs with 
regard to capacity of net reels 
and requirements for lift of the 
seafloor, 2) Methods to attach 
discs to combination rope, 
wear rates etc. and 3) Usage 
for vessels that do not fish 
with net reels  



Concept of modified flatfish sweeps 
to reduce seafloor contact 

Discs attached to the sweeps are used to lift sweeps off 
seafloor thereby reducing contact with living structure animals 
(typical shelf sessile invertebrate “epifauna”).  The figure below 
depicts the conceptual reduction in seafloor contact. A twin 
trawl rig was used for research on catch rate effects. Sweeps 
on port side upper net are conventional, starboard net is rigged 
with discs to lift sweeps. 



The objective of the modification is to 
lift the sweeps and reduce effects on 

typical Bering Sea shelf living structure 
forming invertebrates



Flatfish industry tests 2007-2008

Legacy tests of 10 inch discs at 
90 foot spacing (September 
through November 2007)
Seafisher tests of 8 inch discs 
rolled up on main wire winches
Unimak tests with tilt sensor to 
evaluate spacing intervals 
(March 2008)
Arica tests with tilt sensors to 
evaluate spacing and disc 
height tradeoffs, alternative 
materials for sweeps (May 
2008)



Specifics of unresolved issues as of 
June 2007

ISSUE 1: SPACING
What spacing between discs is practical? (limits 
of space on net reels and practicality of loading 
sweeps on reels; do discs create snags and 
backlashes during setting?)
How do alternative spacing setups affect 
benefits in terms of reduced seafloor habitat?



Tradeoffs with disc spacing

Increased spacing is more practical for fleet because it 
means smaller number of discs and therefore less load 
on net reels and fewer discs to maintain
Disc height also affects lift and handling
Greater spacing should also reduce sea floor contact if
sufficient lift is still achieved
But with weight of materials, sag in the center will 
reduce benefits if spacing is too large, discs too small
In future, alternative materials will create opportunities 
for improvements (Spectra instead of combination 
rope?)



Potential for advances with “new 
age” stronger, lighter materials 

Final set of trials on 
Arica showed 
potential for increased 
benefits from 
alternative materials 
which reduces sag 
between bobbins and 
thereby reduces 
seafloor contact  



ISSUE 2: Connecting discs to 
combination rope sweeps



Attachment of discs and bobbins at eyes 
between 90 foot shots of combination rope

Based on industry’s 
experience, vessels using 
combination rope sweeps will 
have a difficult time  attaching 
bobbins to combination rope 
fabric casing
Clamps and other methods of 
attaching bobbins to fabric 
casing are probably not a 
viable long term solution
Spacing the discs at 90 foot 
intervals where combination 
rope “eyes” are used as 
attachment points is a 
workable method of 
attachment 



ISSUE 3: Placing discs on main 
wires for vessels without net reels
Vessels without net reels place 
their sweeps on main wire 
winches
Discs for modified sweeps need to 
be a composite of different 
diameter discs
This facilitates winding on main 
wire winches
Attachment to wire not an issue
Level winds need modification and 
extra maintenance to allow discs 
to be rolled onto main winches
Sweep winches may need to be 
added if discs cannot be rolled 
onto main wire winches (depends 
on number of discs and capacity 
of main winches)



Modified sweeps for vessels 
without net reels (continued)

8 inch is practical limit 
for discs rolled onto 
main wire winches
This limit results from 
characteristics of level 
wind devices



Summary of findings from industry 
work on practicality issues

Spacing: Considering the tradeoffs between 
space on net reel and amount of lift needed to 
achieve benefits, 10 inch discs spaced on 90 foot 
intervals is the most workable set up for vessels 
with combination rope sweeps
For situations where 10 inch discs are not 
workable (e.g. vessels without net reels), 60 
foot spacing with 8 inch discs is workable 



Summary of findings from industry 
work on practicality issues 

(continued)
Attaching discs to combination rope: with 90 
foot spacing, discs can be attached at “eyes” 
between shots of combination rope. This is a 
more reliable and workable solution than using 
clamps (avoids problems of expense and 
reliability of clamps etc.)
For vessels without net reels or ones that use 
cookie gear sweeps, attachment to sweeps is 
not a problem based on our fieldwork and 
discussions with gear manufacturers and 
fishermen



Vessels without net reels

Field tests have shown that modified sweeps can 
be rolled up on main wire winches as long as 
bobbins are no larger than 8 inches. 
Therefore 60 foot spacing and 8 inch discs will 
work.
Industry use of modified sweeps on vessels 
without net reels has been in place since the 
beginning of this fishing year and things are 
working 



Regulatory standards for sweep 
modifications for flatfish fishing

Gear manufacturers can place “wear meter” devices on 
discs/bobbins
Measurements of sufficient clearance on deck described 
to Council in April of 2007 are workable for industry
All Best Use Cooperative member companies endorse 
sweep modification along practical parameters of 
industry findings above. 
Industry interested in “reconsideration” date (2-3 years 
from implementation date) because new materials may 
provide better and more practical ways to achieve 
standards
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